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BMW ORIGINAL

BMW LETTERING VALVE STEM CAPS,
BLACK
$23.00
These valve stem caps are the perfect finishing touch to your wheels. Designed to work with
the latest Tire Pressure Monitoring systems, these ultra-low weight caps are engineering to
be beautiful and to last. All caps come in a set of 4.

Note:Driving over rough or damaged road surfaces, as well as debris, curbs
and other obstacles can cause serious damage to wheels, tires and
suspension parts. This is more likely to occur with low-profile tires, which
provide less cushioning between the wheel and the road. Be careful to avoid
road hazards and reduce your speed, especially if your vehicle is equipped
with low-profile tires.

BMW Lettering Valve Stem Caps, Black

$23.00
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Part # 36122456424

EXTENDED WARRANTY WITHOUT
EXTENDED EXPENSE.
All original BMW accessories come with a
warranty of up to 4 years / 50,000 miles *
* Safety - tested and approved by BMW engineers
* BMW design and quality
*Original BMW accessories that are installed on/in the vehicle will
carry the full New Vehicle Limited Warranty if they were installed
prior to the delivery to the client.If the installation is made after
the retail sale of the vehicle, the accessory will be warranted for
the balance of the New Vehicle Limited Warranty period, or two
years from its date of installation, whichever is greater.

Others also bought

Each price is the suggested retail price and is subject to change.
Unless otherwise stated, price excludes installation and taxes.
Installed prices are based on an estimated installation time and the
center’s labor rate, and are subject to change. Due to the number
of variables that ultimately determine freight costs, FREIGHT
CHARGES ARE ESTIMATED until an order is shipped and actual
freight charges are calculated.
Check with your authorized BMW center for complete accuracy of
information and product availability.
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